NONLINEAR VIBRATIONS OF PERIODIC BEAMS
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Geometrically nonlinear vibrations of beams with properties periodically varying along the axis are investigated. The tolerance method of averaging differential operators with highly oscillating coefficients is applied to obtain governing equations with constant coefficients. The proposed model describes dynamics of the beam with the effect of microstructure size. In an example, an analysis of undamped forced nonlinear vibrations of the periodic beam is shown. Moreover, the results obtained for undamped free vibrations of periodic beams by the tolerance model are justified by those results from the finite element method. These results can be used as a benchmark in similar problems.
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1. Introduction

The paper concerns with geometrically nonlinear vibrations of beams with geometric and material properties periodically varying along the $x$-axis. Moreover, such beams can interact with a periodically inhomogeneous viscoelastic subsoil. A fragment of such a beam is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. A fragment of a periodic beam

Equations of motion of such structures have usually highly oscillating, periodic, non-continuous functional coefficients. For this reason, emphasis is placed on the formulation of continuous models of the considered structures. In the proposed method of modelling, this is performed by substituting the original equations with an effective model with constant coefficients. This makes it possible to avoid full discretization of the problem.

Structures with physical properties regularly arranged in the body domain are commonly found in nature and are widely used in engineering. The continuous interest in such objects is due to their specific properties. Properly designed composite structures are characterized by, among others, favourable ratio of stiffness to weight. This, due to the trends in modern technology for the design of lightweight, high-strength structures, indicates actuality of the problem. In particular, periodic structures exhibit some interesting and desirable dynamic properties, namely, they may serve as filters for some specific vibration frequency bands, cf. Banakh and Kempner (2010). Analysis of the so-called locally resonant beams were published in numerous papers, e.g. by Olhoff et al. (2012), where the optimization of beam geometry in order to obtain the maximum width of the frequency band-gap leads to a periodic structure.
Direct numerical modelling of structures of this kind, such as finite element discretization, is one of the possible ways of analysis the considered problems. The computational cost of the parametric analysis within the discretization approach is, however, proportional to the variation range of the parameters under consideration. Thus, it is advisable to strive to formulate alternative continuous models in order to reduce the computational cost.

Among the analytical methods applied in stationary problems of periodic structures, the most widespread are those based on the rigorous mathematical theory of asymptotic homogenization of differential operators. In this approach, the actual periodic structure is modelled as a homogeneous anisotropic structure with some effective properties. The above-mentioned effective properties are obtained through analysis of the so-called periodicity cell problem. The fundamentals of this theory are described by Bensoussan et al. (1978), Sanchez-Palencia (1980), Bakhvalov and Panasenko (1984), Jikov et al. (1994), Lewiński and Telega (2000), Krysko et al. (2008). Some various works are devoted to derivation of micro-periodic beam equilibrium equations in the frame of homogenization theory, wherein the starting point of analysis are three-dimensional elasticity theory equations, see Kolpakov (1991, 1995, 1998, 1999), Syerko et al. (2013). Certain analytical approaches and the finite element method are also used to evaluate strength and buckling of sandwich beams having corrugated cores, e.g. by Magnucki et al. (2013).

The literature on the problems of linear vibrations of periodic beams is extensive. In most of the research papers, attention is focused on local resonance properties of such structures. The two-scale asymptotic expansions are applied by He et al. (2013) in analysis of beams with periodically variable stiffness. A common approach making use of the theory of Floquet-Bloch waves in the analysis. This was applied in the analysis of the Timoshenko (Chen and Wang, 2013) and Euler-Bernoulli (Chen, 2013) beam vibrations. The problem of wave propagation in a periodic elastically supported beam was considered by Yu et al. (2012) using the transfer matrix method. The direct approach with use of the Heaviside step function in the case of the forced oscillation of the plate band on a periodic elastic substrate was applied by Sylvia and Hull (2013), where the investigations were brought to a one-dimensional problem.

Description of dynamic problems within geometrically linear theories imposes severe restrictions on deformations, limiting the displacements order to the smallest dimension of the structural element considered. Since the considered structures are slender at the macro level, this limitation makes it impossible to correctly analyze the whole spectrum of their applicability. In addition, some physical phenomena that occur in vibrations of nonlinear systems which have a significant impact on motion characteristics are impossible to investigate in terms of linearized theories. Nonlinear vibrations of homogeneous nano-beams cooperating with a homogeneous visco-elastic substrate were considered by Wang and Li (2014), vibrations of the sandwich beams by Krysko et al. (2008). The paper by Awrejcewicz et al. (2011) contains comparison of nonlinear vibration models of the Euler-Bernoulli beam derived through FEM discretization and the finite differences method. Despite the large number of studies dealing with non-linear vibrations (e.g. Sedighi et al., 2013; Hryniewicz and Koziol, 2013), the majority of publications relates to systems with a relatively small number of degrees of freedom.

In this contribution, in order to replace differential equations with highly oscillating coefficients by equations with constant coefficients, the tolerance modelling, see Woźniak and Wierzbicki (2000), Woźniak et al. (2008, 2010) is applied. This approach was introduced for the purpose of analysis of various thermomechanical problems of periodic elastic composites in a series of papers, e.g. for thin periodic plates on a foundation by Jędrysiak (1999), for micro-periodic beams under moving load by Mazur-Śniady and Śniady (2001), for periodic beams for plates with the microstructure size of an order of the plate thickness – for periodic thin by Mazur-Śniady et al. (2004), for periodic medium-thickness by Baron (2006), for thin functionally graded by Jędrysiak (2013), for multiperiodic fibre reinforced composites by Jędrysiak and
Woźniak (2006), for periodic shells by Tomczyk (2007), for functionally graded plates by Wirowski (2012). This technique was also used in vibration analysis of periodic beams within the linear theory by Mazur-Śniady (1993), where the equations of motion and their generalization by including the influence of the axial force, elastic subsoil and viscous damping were derived. The books by Woźniak and Wierzbicki (2000), Woźniak et al. (2008, 2010) contain the fundamentals of this theory and numerous examples of application.

The main aim of this note is to derive averaged governing equations of the nonlinear tolerance model of dynamic of periodic beams on a viscoelastic foundation and show a certain application of this model to a special problem. Moreover, some justifications of the results by the proposed model are presented by the results obtained from the finite element method for a benchmark problem of free vibrations of a linear periodic beam.

2. Formulation of the problem

The object under consideration is a linearly elastic prismatic beam, bilaterally interacting with a periodic viscoelastic foundation. Let $Oxyz$ be an orthogonal Cartesian coordinate system in which the $Ox$ axis coincides with the axis of the beam, the cross section of the beam is symmetric with respect to the plane of the load $Oxz$, the load acts in the direction of the axis $Oz$. The problem can be treated as one-dimensional, so that we define the region occupied by the beam as $\Omega \equiv [0, L]$, where $L$ stands for the beam length.

The beam is assumed to be made of many repetitive small elements, called periodicity cells, defined as $\Delta \equiv [-l/2, l/2]$, where $l \ll L$ is length of the cell and named the microstructure parameter.

Our considerations are based on the Rayleigh theory of beams with von Kármán type nonlinearity. Since we are interested in the transverse vibrations only, the effect of axial inertia is neglected in further considerations. Let $\partial^k = \partial^k / \partial x^k$ be the $k$-th derivative of a function with respect to the $x$ coordinate, overdot stands for the derivative with respect to time. Let $w = w(x,t)$ be the transverse deflection, $u_0 = u_0(x,t)$ longitudinal displacement, $EA = E(x)A(x)$ and $E(x)J = EJ(x)$ tensile and flexural stiffness, $k = k(x)$ and $c = c(x)$ – elasticity and damping coefficients of the foundation, $\mu = \mu(x)$ and $\vartheta = \vartheta(x)$ mass and rotational moment of inertia per unit length and $q = q(x,t)$ – transverse load. The strain and kinetic energy density per unit length of the beam are

$$ W = \frac{1}{2}EA\left(\partial u_0 + \frac{1}{2}\partial w \partial w\right)^2 + \frac{1}{2}EJ(\partial^2 w)^2, \quad K = \frac{1}{2}\mu \dot{w} \dot{w} + \frac{1}{2}\vartheta \partial \dot{w} \partial \dot{w} $$

(2.1)

For the subsoil, we apply the Kelvin-Voight model, so that the dissipative force is assumed in the form

$$ p = p(x,t) = c(x)\dot{w}(x,t) $$

(2.2)

The equations of motion can be obtain from the extended (Woźniak et al., 2010) principle of stationary action $A = A(u_0, w)$ formulated as

$$ \delta A = \delta \int_0^L L \ dx \ dt = \int_0^L \left[ \left( \frac{\partial L}{\partial u_0} \right) - \partial \left( \frac{\partial L}{\partial (\partial u_0)} \right) \right] \delta u_0 \ dx \ dt + \left\{ \left( \frac{\partial L}{\partial w} \right) - \partial \left( \frac{\partial L}{\partial (\partial w)} \right) + \frac{d}{dt} \frac{\partial L}{\partial (\partial w)} \right\} \delta w \ dx \ dt = 0 $$

(2.3)
where the Lagrangian is
\[
\mathcal{L}(x, t, w, \dot{w}, \partial w, \partial^2 w, \partial u_0) = W - K + pw + \frac{1}{2} kww - qw
\]
\[
= \frac{1}{2} EA \left( \partial u_0 + \frac{1}{2} \partial_\omega \partial w \right)^2 + \frac{1}{2} \partial^2 w EJ \partial^2 w - \frac{1}{2} \mu \dot{w} \dot{w} - \frac{1}{2} \partial u_0 \partial \dot{w} + pw + \frac{1}{2} kww - qw \tag{2.4}
\]

The system of nonlinear coupled differential equations for the longitudinal displacements \( u_0 \) and the transverse deflection \( w \) resulting from (2.3) can be written as
\[
\partial \left[ EA \left( \partial u_0 + \frac{1}{2} \partial_\omega \partial w \right) \right] = 0
\]
\[
\mu \ddot{w} - \partial (\partial \dot{w}) + c \dot{w} + k w + \partial^2 (EJ \partial^2 w) - \partial \left[ EA \left( \partial u_0 + \frac{1}{2} \partial_\omega \partial w \right) \partial w \right] = q \tag{2.5}
\]

The coefficients \( EA, EJ, k, \mu, \vartheta, c \) are highly oscillating, often non-continuous functions of the \( x \)-coordinate. The main aim of this note is to derive an approximately equivalent model, which describes geometrically nonlinear vibrations of periodic beams bilaterally interacting with a periodic viscoelastic foundation, taking into account the effect of microstructure size.

3. Introductory concepts and basic assumptions of the tolerance modelling

The averaged equations of periodic beams with large deflections are derived using the concepts and assumptions of the tolerance modelling technique, see Woźniak et al. (2010). The fundamental concepts are: the tolerance system, averaging operation and certain classes of functions such as the tolerance-periodic (TP), slowly-varying (SV), highly oscillating (HO) and fluctuation shape (FS) functions. The tolerance parameter, associated with the tolerance relation, is denoted by \( d, 0 < d \ll 1 \). The highest order of function derivative that can be included into a certain function class is denoted by \( \alpha \).

Let \( \Delta(x) = x + \Delta, \Omega_\Delta = \{ x \in \Omega : \Delta(x) \subset \Omega \} \) be a cell with its center at \( x \in \Omega_\Delta \). The averaging operator for an arbitrary integrable function \( f \) is defined by
\[
\langle f \rangle(x) = \frac{1}{\Delta(x)} \int_{\Delta(x)} f(y) \, dy \quad x \in \Omega_\Delta \quad y \in \Delta(x) \tag{3.1}
\]

It can be shown (Woźniak et al., 2010) that for a periodic function \( f \) of \( x \), its average is constant.

The first of the basic assumptions is the micro-macro decomposition of the unknown transverse deflection and longitudinal displacement
\[
w(x, t) = W(x, t) + h^A(x)V^A(x, t)
\]
\[
a = 1, \ldots, N \quad W(\cdot, t), V^A(\cdot, t) \in SV^2_d(\Omega, \Delta) \quad h^A(\cdot) \in FS^2_d(\Omega, \Delta) \tag{3.2}\]

and
\[
u_0(x, t) = U(x, t) + g^K(x)T^K(x, t)
\]
\[
k = 1, \ldots, M \quad U(\cdot, t), T^K(\cdot, t) \in SV^1_d(\Omega, \Delta) \quad g^K(\cdot) \in FS^1_d(\Omega, \Delta) \tag{3.3}\]

Here and hereafter, the summation convention holds.

The new basic kinematic unknowns \( W(\cdot) \) and \( U(\cdot) \) are called the transverse and the axial macrodisplacements, respectively; \( V^A(\cdot) \) and \( T^K(\cdot) \) are additional kinematic unknowns, called the fluctuation amplitudes. The unknown functions are assumed to be slowly-varying. The highly oscillating fluctuation shape functions \( h^A \) and \( g^K \) are postulated \( a \ priori \) in every problem.
under consideration and are assumed to describe unknown fields oscillations caused by structural inhomogeneity. These functions have to satisfy the following conditions

\[
\langle \mu h^A \rangle = 0 \quad \langle \mu g^K \rangle = 0 \text{ for } A \neq B
\]

\[
\langle \mu g^K g^L \rangle = 0 \quad \text{for } K \neq L \quad \partial^n h^A \in O(\ell^{-m})
\]

\[
\partial^n g^K \in O(\ell^{-m}) \quad A, B = 1, \ldots, N \quad K, L = 1, \ldots, M
\]

(3.4)

The second assumption is the tolerance averaging approximation

\[
\langle f(x) \rangle = \langle f_* (x) \rangle + O(d) \quad \langle f \partial^n (\phi^A \Psi) \rangle = \langle f \partial^n (\phi^A) \rangle \langle \Psi(x) \rangle + O(d)
\]

\[
\langle f \Psi \rangle = \langle f(x) \Psi(x) \rangle + O(d) \quad \langle f \partial (\gamma^K \Xi) \rangle = \langle f \partial \gamma^K \rangle \langle \Xi(x) \rangle + O(d)
\]

\[
\langle f \Xi \rangle = \langle f(x) \Xi(x) \rangle + O(d) \quad f \in TP^2_\alpha (\Omega, \Delta) \quad \Psi \in SV^2_\alpha (\Omega, \Delta)
\]

(3.5)

\[
\phi^A \in FS^2_\alpha (\Omega, \Delta) \quad \Xi \in SV^1_\alpha (\Omega, \Delta) \quad \gamma^K \in FS^1_\alpha (\Omega, \Delta)
\]

\[
x \in \Omega \quad \alpha = 1, 2 \quad A = 1, \ldots, N \quad K = 1, \ldots, M \quad 0 < d \ll 1
\]

in which the terms of the order of the tolerance parameter \(O(d)\) are assumed to be negligibly small.

4. The governing equations of the proposed models

4.1. The equations of the tolerance model

After substitution of micro-macro decompositions (3.2) and (3.3) into Lagrangian (2.4), the next step of modelling is averaging (3.1) over an arbitrary periodicity cell with approximations (3.5).

The averaged action functional has the following form

\[
\delta A_h = \delta \int_0^L \langle \mathcal{L}_h \rangle \, dx \, dt = \int_0^L \delta \langle \mathcal{L}_h \rangle \, dx \, dt = 0
\]

(4.1)

where the averaged Lagrangian is formulated as follows

\[
\langle \mathcal{L}_h \rangle = \frac{1}{2} D \partial^2 W \partial^2 W + D^A \partial^2 W V^A + (P - Q) W + \frac{1}{2} K W W + \frac{1}{2} B \left( \partial U + \frac{1}{2} W \partial W \right)^2
\]

\[
+ \frac{1}{2} \left( P^A - Q^A + K^A W + \frac{1}{2} B^{AB} V^B \right) V^A - \frac{1}{2} M W W - \frac{1}{2} J \partial W \partial W
\]

\[
- \left( \frac{1}{2} M^A W + J A \partial W \right) V^A + \left[ B^{K} \left( \partial U + \frac{1}{2} W \partial W \right) + \frac{1}{2} B^{KL} T^L \right] T^K
\]

\[
- \frac{1}{2} \left[ B^{AB} \left( \partial U + \frac{3}{2} W \partial W \right) + B^{AB} T^K \right] V^A \partial W
\]

\[
+ \frac{1}{2} \left[ B^{ABC} \partial W + \frac{1}{4} l B^{ABCD} V^D \right] V^A V^B V^C + \frac{1}{2} D^{AB} V^A V^B
\]

(4.2)

Under essential boundary conditions it leads to a system of Euler-Lagrange equations

\[
\frac{\partial \langle \mathcal{L}_h \rangle}{\partial U} - \frac{\partial \langle \mathcal{L}_h \rangle}{\partial (\partial U)} = 0
\]

\[
\frac{\partial \langle \mathcal{L}_h \rangle}{\partial W} - \frac{\partial \langle \mathcal{L}_h \rangle}{\partial (\partial W)} + \partial^2 \frac{\partial \langle \mathcal{L}_h \rangle}{\partial (\partial^2 W)} - \frac{d}{dt} \frac{\partial \langle \mathcal{L}_h \rangle}{\partial (\partial W)} + \frac{d}{dt} \left( \frac{\partial \langle \mathcal{L}_h \rangle}{\partial (\partial W)} \right) = 0
\]

(4.3)

\[
\frac{\partial \langle \mathcal{L}_h \rangle}{\partial T^K} = 0 \quad \frac{\partial \langle \mathcal{L}_h \rangle}{\partial V^A} - \frac{d}{dt} \frac{\partial \langle \mathcal{L}_h \rangle}{\partial (\partial W)} = 0
\]
After some manipulations, we arrive at the following system of equations

\[ \partial(B\partial U + B^K T^K) + \partial \left( \frac{1}{2} B\partial W \partial W + l B^A V^A \partial W + \frac{1}{2} l^2 B^{AB} V^B V^A \right) = 0 \]
\[ D\partial^4 W + D^A \partial^2 V^A + K W + l^2 K^A V^A + C W + M \partial^2 W \]
\[ + l^2 C^A \partial W + l^2 M^A \partial W - l J^A \partial V^A - Q \]
\[ - \partial \left[ B \left( \partial U + \frac{1}{2} \partial W \partial W \right) + B^K T^K + l B^A V^A \partial W + \frac{1}{2} l^2 B^{AB} V^B V^A \right] \partial W \]
\[ - \partial \left[ B^{AK} V^A T^K + \left( \partial U + \frac{1}{2} \partial W \partial W \right) l B^A V^A + l^2 B^{AB} \partial W V^B V^A \right] \]
\[ + \frac{1}{2} l^3 B^{ABC} V^A V^B V^C = 0 \]
\[ (D^A B + l^4 K^{AB}) V^B + l^4 C^{AB} \tilde{W} + l^2 (l^2 M^{AB} + J^{AB}) \tilde{V}^B + D^A \partial^2 W + l^2 K^A W \]
\[ + l(l M^A \tilde{W} + J^A \tilde{W}) + l^2 C^A \tilde{W} - l^2 Q^A + l \left[ B^A \left( \partial U + \frac{1}{2} \partial W \partial W \right) + B^{AK} T^K \right] \partial W \]
\[ + l^2 \left( B^{AB} \partial U + \frac{3}{2} B^{AB} \partial W \partial W + B^{ABK} T^K + \frac{3}{4} l B^{ABC} V^C \partial W \right) \]
\[ + \frac{1}{2} l^2 B^{ABCD} V^C V^D V^2 = 0 \]
\[ B^{KL} T^L + B^K \partial U + \frac{1}{2} B^K \partial W \partial W + l B^{AK} V^A \partial W + \frac{1}{2} l^2 B^{ABK} V^B V^A = 0 \]

with constant coefficients related to the beam properties

\[ \langle E A \partial h^A \rangle \equiv l B^A \]
\[ \langle E A \partial h^A \partial g^K \rangle \equiv l B^{AK} \]
\[ \langle E A \partial h^A \partial g^K \partial g^K \rangle \equiv l^2 B^{ABK} \]
\[ \langle E J \rangle \equiv D \]
\[ \langle E A \partial h^A \partial h^B \rangle \equiv l^2 B^{AB} \]
\[ \langle E J \partial^2 h^A \rangle \equiv D^A \]
\[ \langle E A \partial h^A \partial h^B \partial h^C \partial h^D \rangle \equiv l^4 B^{ABCD} \]

\[ \langle c \rangle \equiv C \]
\[ \langle k \rangle \equiv K \]
\[ \langle q \rangle \equiv Q \]
\[ \langle c h^A \rangle \equiv l^2 C^A \]
\[ \langle k h^A \rangle \equiv l^2 K^A \]
\[ \langle q h^A \rangle \equiv l^2 Q^A \]

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

It is a system of \( 2 + N + M \) differential equations for the macrodisplacements \( U(\cdot) \), \( W(\cdot) \) and for the fluctuation amplitudes of the axial displacement \( T^K(\cdot) \) and of the deflection \( V^A(\cdot) \). The coefficients of these equations are constant, some of them depend on the size \( l \) of the periodicity cell.

Equations (4.4) can be simplified to the following form

\[ D\partial^4 W + D^A \partial^2 V^A + K W + l^2 K^A V^A - \overline{N} \partial^2 W - l \overline{N}^A \partial V^A \]
\[ + C W + M \partial^2 W - J^A \partial V^A + l^2 C^A \partial W + l^2 M^A \partial W - l J^A \partial V^A - Q = 0 \]
\[ (D^A B + l^4 K^{AB}) V^B + l^4 C^{AB} W^B + l^2 (l^2 M^{AB} + J^{AB}) \tilde{V}^B + l \overline{N}^A \partial W + \overline{N}^{AB} V^B \]
\[ + D^A \partial^2 W + l^2 K^A W + l(l M^A \tilde{W} + J^A \tilde{W}) + l^2 C^A \tilde{W} - l^2 Q^A = 0 \]

The nonlinear terms (underlined) involve the axial force

\[ N = EA \varepsilon_0 = EA \left( \partial u_0 + \frac{1}{2} \partial w \partial w \right) \]
averaged with the certain gradients of the fluctuation shape function as weights

\[
\left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\frac{N}{l^2 N^{AB}} \\
\langle N \rangle \\
\langle N \partial h^{A} \partial h^{B} \rangle \\
\end{array} \right\} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\langle N \rangle \\
\langle N \partial h^{A} \partial h^{B} \rangle \\
\end{array} \right\} = \left[ \begin{array}{ccc}
\langle N \rangle & \langle N \partial h^{A} \partial h^{B} \rangle \\
\end{array} \right] = \left( \begin{array}{c}
\frac{1}{2} \partial W \partial W \\
\frac{1}{2} \partial W \partial W \\
\end{array} \right) + \left( \begin{array}{c}
\delta_0 \\
0 \\
\end{array} \right)
\]

(4.9)

where

\[
\delta_0 = L^{-1} \int_0^L \partial U \, dx = L^{-1} [U(L) - U(0)]
\]

(4.10)

stands for the relative elongation of the beam axis. The coefficients of (4.9) are

\[
\begin{align*}
\overline{B}_0 &= B - B^L (B^{-1})^{LK} B^K \\
\overline{B}^{AB}_0 &= B^{AB} - B^{AK} (B^{-1})^{LK} B^{LB} \\
\overline{B}^{ABC}_0 &= B^{ABC} - B^{ABL} (B^{-1})^{LK} B^{KC} \\
\overline{B}^{ABCD}_0 &= B^{ABCD} - B^{ABK} (B^{-1})^{KL} B^{LCD}
\end{align*}
\]

(4.11)

It can be seen that the axial displacement can be eliminated in a way common in the conventional Euler-Bernoulli or Timoshenko theories of uniform beams.

4.2. The equations of the tolerance-asymptotic model

Neglecting in equations (4.4) or (4.7) the terms with the microstructure parameter \( l \) and introducing the effective bending stiffness of the beam

\[
D_0 \equiv D - D^A (D^{-1})^{AB} D^B
\]

(4.12)

we arrive at the equations

\[
\overline{B}_0 \partial \left( \partial U + \frac{1}{2} \partial W \partial W \right) = 0
\]

(4.13)

\[
M \dddot{W} - J \partial^3 \dot{W} + C \ddot{W} + K \dot{W} + \overline{B}_0 \partial^4 W - \overline{B}_0 \left( \partial U + \frac{1}{2} \partial W \partial W \right) \partial^2 W = Q
\]

The above equations do not describe the effect of the cell size on the behaviour of periodic beams under consideration. Hence, the asymptotic model makes it possible to analyse vibrations on the macrolevel only. In the framework of this approximation, certain higher eigenfrequencies and eigenforms of vibrations cannot be obtained.

5. Examples of application

Let us consider a hinged-hinged beam with immovable ends. The beam has a constant cross section and is provided by a system of periodically distributed system of concentrated masses \( M_1, M_2 \) with rotational inertia \( I_1, I_2 \), as it is shown in Fig. 2.

A single cell is shown in Fig. 3. The mass distribution in a periodicity cell is given by

\[
\begin{align*}
\mu(y) &= \mu_0 + M_1 \delta(y) + M_2 \delta \left( y + \frac{l}{2} \right) \\
\vartheta(y) &= \vartheta_0 + I_1 \delta(y) + I_2 \delta \left( y + \frac{l}{2} \right) \quad y \in (x)
\end{align*}
\]

(5.1)
In this Section, the free undamped and forced vibrations will be analyzed. In the case of forced vibrations, we assume that the transverse load is given by

$$q(x,t) = q_0 \sin\left(\frac{\pi x}{L}\right) \cos(\Omega t) \quad (5.2)$$

6. The method of solution

6.1. Fluctuation shape functions

The fundamental assumption of the tolerance approach is the macro-micro decomposition (3.2), (3.3) of the unknown displacements. It can be seen that the fluctuation shape functions (FSF) play a crucial role in the analysis. As it has been mentioned, these functions represent the oscillations of displacements in a periodicity cell. The common practise is to use approximate functions, usually the sine and cosine that are infinitely differentiable. Another way is to utilize the periodic eigenproblem solutions of a periodicity cell, which can be obtained through numerical analysis.

Here, this is done through both the above mentioned ways. For the symmetric periodicity cell (Fig. 3), two transverse and one longitudinal approximate modes of cell vibrations are considered

$$h^1(y) = l^2 \left[ \cos\left(\frac{2A\pi y}{l}\right) + c \right] \quad \quad h^2(y) = l^2 \sin\left(\frac{2A\pi y}{l}\right)$$

$$g^1(y) = l \left[ \cos\left(\frac{2\pi y}{l}\right) + c \right] \quad \quad c = \frac{M_2 - M_1}{\mu_0 l + M_1 + M_2} \quad (6.1)$$

The constant $c$ is calculated from condition (3.4)\(_1\).

Fig. 4. FE-based fluctuation shape functions: transverse (a), (b), and longitudinal (c) modes of the periodicity cell vibrations

The refined fluctuation shape functions (Fig. 4) are obtained from a finite element analysis of the cell. The calculations are performed in the environment of Maple. The periodicity cell is divided into two elements, and the periodic boundary conditions are assumed.
Since the fluctuation shape functions satisfy the orthogonality conditions, there is possibility to obtain cell vibrations mode shapes taking more approximate FSFs and observing the convergence of total oscillation on a periodicity cell. In the case of the finite element based cell solution, a similar strategy can be adopted.

6.2. Solutions of the tolerance model

The solutions of the tolerance model equations, as well as the loads, are assumed in the form of truncated Fourier series

\[
\begin{aligned}
\begin{cases}
W(x,t) \\
V^A(x,t)
\end{cases}
= \sum_{m=1}^{n} \begin{cases} w_m(t) \\
v_m^A(t)
\end{cases} X_m(x) \\
Q(x,t) \\
Q^A(x,t)
= \sum_{m=1}^{n} \begin{cases} q_m(t) \\
q_m^A(t)
\end{cases} X_m(x) \\
A = 1, \ldots, N
\end{aligned}
\] (6.2)

For the hinged-hinged boundary conditions, the linear natural vibration modes are

\[X_m(x) = \sin(\xi_m x) \quad \xi_m = \frac{m\pi}{L} \] (6.3)

Application of the Galerkin method leads to a system of \(m \times (1 + N)\) ordinary differential equations

\[K\ddot{y} + M\dot{y} = q \quad K = K_0 + K_{NL}(y) \] (6.4)

where

\[y = \{w_1(t) \quad w_2(t) \quad \cdots \quad v_1^1(t) \quad v_2^1(t) \quad \cdots \quad v_1^2(t) \quad v_2^2(t) \quad \cdots\}^T
\] (6.5)

The linear natural frequencies and mode shapes are sought for as solutions to the linearized eigenproblem

\[|K_0 - \omega^2 M| = 0 \] (6.6)

In the case of free and forced nonlinear vibrations, equations (6.4) can be converted into a system of the first order ordinary differential equations

\[\ddot{y} = M^{-1}(q - Ky) \Leftrightarrow \begin{cases}
\dot{\gamma} = v \\
\dot{v} = M^{-1}(q - Ky)
\end{cases} \] (6.7)

and solved by forward numerical integration. The calculations have been performed in Maple, using own procedure based on the Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg (RKF45) method.

7. Calculational results

The length of the beam is \(L = 1.0\) m, Young’s modulus \(E = 205\) GPa, mass density \(\rho = 7850\) kg/m\(^3\). The other dimensionless parameters are as follows

\[
\begin{aligned}
\frac{b}{h} = 5 & \quad \frac{h}{l} = 0.1 & \quad \frac{l}{L} = 0.1 & \quad \frac{M_1}{\rho Al} = 5.1 \\
\frac{M_2}{M_1} = 0.5 & \quad \sqrt{\frac{I_1}{M_1}} = 10 & \quad \frac{I_2}{I_1} = 0.5
\end{aligned}
\] (7.1)
Let us introduce a dimensionless central macrodeflection, deflection fluctuation and load amplitude

\[
w = \frac{W_{\text{center}}}{h} \quad v = \frac{V_{\text{center}}}{h} \quad p = \frac{1}{\frac{q_0 L^4}{h \pi^2 E J}} \tag{7.2}
\]

In the forced vibrations analysis, the load frequency is 5/4 times the lowest free undamped frequency of the beam

\[
\Omega = \frac{5}{4} \omega_1 \tag{7.3}
\]

7.1. Free undamped vibrations

We restrict ourselves to considering only the first two \((m = 2)\) terms of Fourier series (6.2) and two FSFs \((N = 2)\) so that the model has \(m(1 + N) = 6\) degrees of freedom.

In order to validate the results, a finite element method procedure for beam dynamics analysis has been written in Maple. The Rayleigh beam elements with Hermitian polynomials and consistent mass matrix have been applied.

The results of comparative analysis of calculations obtained for the finite element (40 elements) model and the tolerance model, using the approximate (trigonometric) and refined (finite element based) fluctuation shape functions (FSF), are shown in Table 1 (linear eigenfrequencies) and Fig. 5 (linear eigenvectors).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Finite</th>
<th>Tolerance model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>element</td>
<td>approximate FSFs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\omega_{\text{FE}} \ [\text{rad/s}])</td>
<td>(\omega_{\text{TA}} \ [\text{rad/s}])</td>
<td>(\Delta \ [%])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. (w_1)</td>
<td>15.861</td>
<td>15.876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. (w_2)</td>
<td>32.884</td>
<td>33.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. (v_{\text{22}})</td>
<td>223.491</td>
<td>239.454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. (v_{\text{21}})</td>
<td>224.244</td>
<td>246.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. (v_{\text{12}})</td>
<td>14855.007</td>
<td>15129.460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. (v_{\text{11}})</td>
<td>14989.493</td>
<td>15129.460</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6 presents the total central deflection versus the quotient of nonlinear frequency to linear frequency of free macro- and micro-vibrations (backbone curves) corresponding to the first macro-mode and symmetric cell vibrations \((m = 1, N = 1)\). Parameters (7.1) are kept constant except the dimensionless microstructure parameter \(\lambda = l/L\) that is equal to 1/10, 1/12 or 1/15.

Studying the forced vibrations, the first 200 load periods are considered. The bifurcation diagram of the total dimensionless deflection \(w\) at \(x = 0.5L\) versus the dimensionless load amplitude is shown in Fig. 7. Figure 8 presents a close-up of the bifurcation diagram of deflection together with the diagram of its velocity \(dw/dt\).

8. Discussion of results

From the results of linear free vibrations analysis, it can be seen that the finite element based fluctuation shape functions indicate a better performance than the first-term trigonometric ones, although the significant differences appear only for the antisymmetric mode shapes of the periodicity cell. This applies both to the frequencies (Table 1) and the mode shapes (Fig. 5). It should be noted that approximation of the lowest order possible is applied in the numerical
Fig. 5. Comparison of linear eigenforms of the considered beam: (a) finite element model, (b) tolerance model with trigonometric FSFs, (c) tolerance model with FE-based FSFs

Fig. 6. Backbone curves for dimensionless macrodeflection (a) and fluctuation (b) at $x = 0.5L$ for $\lambda = 1/10$ (solid line), $\lambda = 1/12$ (dashed line), $\lambda = 1/15$ (dotted line)

analysis on the macro- and microlevel. As it is mentioned above, these results can be improved through a more accurate analysis of the cell problem.

When it comes to nonlinear free vibrations the backbone curves presented in Fig. 6 indicate that the lower order (macro-) nonlinear vibrations frequency is practically not affected by the periodicity cell length, while the higher order frequency is much more sensitive to its variation. It is caused by the fact that in the geometrically nonlinear formulation the strain terms that include the displacement fluctuations are dependent on the microstructure parameter $l$, what does not take place in the linear model.

Studying the results of the forced vibrations case (Figs. 7 and 8), the most characteristic feature is that the bifurcation diagram is very scattered, although there are many narrow periodic windows. This is due to the fact that free vibrations are not damped, so they do not fade with time. For the values of $p$ higher than $\sim 3$, it can be seen that the envelope of the diagram suddenly loses its regularity and becomes jagged, which may indicate irregular vibrations. This requires a more detailed analysis.
9. Closing remarks

In this contribution, the tolerance model is shown, which describes geometrically nonlinear vibrations of a periodically inhomogeneous beam. The model is developed by applying the tolerance averaging method directly to the 1D beam theory equations. Hence, the fundamental equations with highly oscillating, periodic, non-continuous functional coefficients are replaced by the equations with constant coefficients. It should be stressed that the aim is to develop a low degree of freedom model that would be able to provide results that are not available for the first order asymptotic models. Some applications of the proposed model including free and forced undamped vibrations are presented. A comparison of linear eigenfrequencies and mode shapes with a finite element model is shown.

The following general remarks can be formulated.

1. It can be observed that the proposed tolerance model makes it possible to investigate the effect of the microstructure size on dynamic problems of periodic beams under consideration, e.g. the “higher order” vibrations related to the beam microstructure.

2. The governing equations of the tolerance model have a physical sense for the unknowns $W, U, V^A, A = 1, \ldots, N, T^K, K = 1, \ldots, M$, being slowly-varying functions.
3. The asymptotic model of periodic beams makes it possible to investigate only lower order (fundamental) vibrations.

The issues anticipated to be addressed in the future work are:

- taking into account the structural and material heterogeneity of the beam and the viscoelastic subsoil,
- more detailed analysis of the solutions to the cell problem,
- detailed analysis of the properties distribution in a periodicity cell,
- analysis of the initial shortening/elongation of the beam axis.

These problems will be investigated in forthcoming papers.
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